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Abstract

In the paper, we present the process of
adding morphological information to the
Polish WordNet (plWordNet). We de-
scribe the reasons for this connection and
the intuitions behind it. We also draw at-
tention to the specificity of the Polish mor-
phology. We show in which tasks the mor-
phological information is important and
how the methods can be developed by ex-
tending them to include combined mor-
phological information based on WordNet.

1 Introduction

plWordNet is a very large wordnet of Polish.
The 4.1 version presented in Dziob et al. (2019)
contains 192,495 lemmas, 290,366 lexical units
(henceforth, LUs), and 224,179 synsets belonging
to four parts of speech: verbs, adjectives, adverbs
and nouns. Since 2012, there have been carried
out ongoing works on its connection to Princeton
WordNet (Rudnicka et al., 2012).

For the description of synsets and LUs, lexical-
semantic relations are used, the concept of which
was taken from Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum,
1998) and EuroWordNet (Vossen, 2002). In the
course of those works, the need emerged to create
new relations specific to the Polish language (Pi-
asecki et al., 2012). It is related to the necessity
of describing derivational dependencies for a lan-
guage with a rich derivational morphology. Inflec-
tional morphology was not dealt with in plWord-
Net. Following Miller (1995), we assumed that
describing inflectional morphology is the task of a
separate resource that is morphological dictionar-
ies for the Polish language, which support the use
of plWordNet.

In plWordNet meaning is defined according to
the assumptions of relational semantics (Lyons,
1977) that is as a bundle of lexico-semantic rela-

tions it enters. Thus, LUs having different rela-
tions in the language system cannot be treated as
synonyms and belong to the same synset (Derwo-
jedowa et al., 2008). Maziarz et al. (2013) for-
mulated the concept of constitutive relations and
constitutive features, i.e. those which differentiate
the meaning. They include all synset relations, ex-
cept fuzzynymy, and LU features, such as stylistic
register, aspect for verbs, and semantic classes for
adjectives and verbs (Maziarz et al., 2016). There-
fore, there are no theoretical and methodological
assumptions, which would allow to define inflec-
tional features as distinguishing meanings of an
LU in plWordNet. At the same time, it was also
not explicitly stated that morphological features
cannot influence meaning.

Lexicographic works are ongoing, and currently
focus on completing the structure of plWord-
Net with new LUs, increasing the density of
lexico-semantic relations, and correcting errors
resulting from manual work. The most recent
work has consisted of connecting morphological
descriptions from the Grammatical Dictionary of
Polish (pol. Słownik Gramatyczny Języka Pol-
skiego, henceforth SGJP) (Saloni et al., 2007).
This process has four practical objectives: 1) in-
vestigating the influence of morphological char-
acteristics of LUs on their semantic description;
2) verifying the membership to parts of speech of
morphologically ambiguous LUs and lemmas; 3)
completing the semantic description of the exist-
ing lemmas with new senses, based on their mor-
phological description in the SGJP; 4) building a
practical resource, combining semantic and mor-
phological description, for tasks related to the pro-
cessing of the Polish language. The result of this
work is plWordNet combined with the morpholog-
ical description from SGJP, created automatically
with a manual disambiguation of morphologically
ambiguous lemmas, i.e. those which have more
than one pattern of inflection.
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The purpose of this paper is to present the re-
sults of combining resources and to indicate the
applications of them.

2 The Problem of Morphology
Description

2.1 The Morphological Description in
Wordnets

The assumption of Princeton WordNet was a se-
mantic description, i.e. including derivational, not
inflectional morphology (Miller et al., 1990). Still,
morphological data resources are developed as in-
dependent linguistic databases. One of them is
CELEX – a lexical database for Dutch and English
(Van der Wouden, 1990), extended in 2.0 version
with German (Baayen et al., 1995). It contains
orthographic, phonological, morphological (also
inflectional), syntactic, and statistical information
(frequency in text corpora), but it does not contain
semantics.

The morphological description of the deriva-
tion and inflection in CELEX offers great op-
portunities to enrich it with semantic informa-
tion. Hathout (2002) describes combining the
morphological resources of CELEX for the En-
glish language with Princeton WordNetto create
a language-independent mechanism for obtaining
semantic relational data (synonyms and deriva-
tives). Similar studies with the use of CELEX
and semantic-relational thesauri were conducted
for Dutch (Kraaij and Pohlmann, 1996). This re-
search is particularly applicable to the extraction
of information and knowledge from text.

The inflectional morphology is less of a prob-
lem for languages with residual inflection, such
as English, but a serious challenge for highly in-
flected languages. In the paper Henrich et al.
(2012), semantic data from Princeton Word-
Net and GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997)
and morphological data for these languages from
Wiktionary were used to create a method for
sense-annotation and automatically annotated text
corpora.

Slavic languages have an even more compli-
cated inflection than Germanic ones. The paper
of Pala and Hlaváčková (2007) presents the re-
sults of the work consisting of adapting a mech-
anism of the Czech morphological analyzer Ajka
(Sedláček and Smrž, 2001) to extend the Czech
WordNet with derivational relations. For Slavic
languages, the research on derivational morphol-

ogy has also been carried out on a larger scale for
Bulgarian (Koeva, 2008).

The works that are the closest to those presented
in this paper were described in Obradović and
Stanković (2007). The authors have developed a
tool for the creation of complex lexicographic data
obtained from wordnets, morphological dictionar-
ies, and text corpora.

It is possible to highlight several important as-
pects of morphological description in wordnets:
1) on a wider scale it describes derivational, not
inflectional morphology; 2) there is a regular re-
lationship between inflection and derivation, but
these two levels of description are not treated as
equivalent; 3) the combination of semantic and
morphological description (both, at the inflec-
tional and derivational level) is useful, e.g. for the
tasks related to Word Sense Disambiguation and,
in connection with it, the extraction of information
from texts and building knowledge bases.

2.2 The Specificity of the Polish Morphology

As already mentioned, plWordNet describes four
parts of speech: verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and
nouns. In Polish, nouns and adjectives are in-
flected by seven cases in two numbers: singular
and plural. Furthermore, adjectives are inflected
for gender, while nouns are always lexically spec-
ified for grammatical gender.

There are five genders: three masculine (per-
sonal, animate, and inanimate), feminine and
neuter (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk et al., 2012).
For example, pies (zw) ‘dog’ and pies (os) ‘cop’
(depreciative and colloquial) differ in their gen-
ders and, consequently, in the pattern of the inflec-
tion. The gender of adjectives depends on the gen-
der of nouns they have syntactic relations in the
text, e.g. szafa ‘wardrobe’, feminine, czerwon-a
‘red’ an adjective, feminine. Moreover, adjectives
and adverbs have three degrees: positive, compar-
ative, and superlative.

Verbs in Polish are inflected for two numbers
and three persons for each of them, four tenses (in-
cluding two future ones that differ with each other
only grammatically), and three modes of express-
ing modality (indicative, conditional, imperative).
They have an assigned aspect having grammati-
cal and semantic functions (Dziob and Piasecki,
2018). They form gerunds and four types of par-
ticiples, which are treated as forms of the verb. A
semantic-syntactic feature of the verb (to a lesser



extent also of other parts of speech) is valence, un-
derstood as the ability of predicates to attach ar-
guments in specific forms and syntactic positions
(Przepiórkowski et al., 2014). For example, the
verb jeść ‘to eat’ opens three syntactic positions,
for a subject, an object, and a circumstance. In
this case, the object is expressed as a noun in the
accusative case. Walenty is connected at the se-
mantic layer to the plWordNet by using synsets
to determine a semantic preference, e.g. ‘jeść’ +
jedzenie 2 ‘food’.

Traditional Polish grammars cf. (Grzegor-
czykowa et al., 1998) distinguish a quite large
group of numbers and pronouns. In syntactically
oriented grammars, e.g. (Saloni, 2012), they are
combined with other parts of speech (nouns, ad-
jectives, adverbs, and verbs) depending on the pat-
tern of the inflection and morphosyntactic func-
tions. This solution was also applied in plWord-
Net.

2.3 The Morphological Description in the
NLP Practice

Morphological analysis is widely used in the syn-
tactic processing of the Polish language. The task
of morphological tagging is to process a sequence
of tokens – sentence – and assign each of them a
unified morphological interpretation. In the task of
morphosyntactic tagging the morphological analy-
sis is most often used in two ways: 1) as a set of in-
put features to the tagger (Waszczuk, 2012, Wró-
bel, 2017), 2) as a tagger output filter (Georgiev
et al., 2019, Walentynowicz et al., 2019).

Indirectly, morphology can be used as a method
of regularization tagger learning process (Straka
et al., 2019). Also in the task of inflection lan-
guage chunking, full morphological information is
used (Goldberg et al., 2006).

The task which depends on the morphological
information and, at the same time, has a seman-
tic aspect, is lemmatization. Words have different
patterns of inflection by case, depending on their
meaning. Choosing the right base form affects
the result of tasks occurring after the lemmatiza-
tion process such as Word Sense Disambiguation
or Named Entity Recognition.

The combination of morphological information
with semantic information will allow for better re-
sults in syntactic tasks due to better differentia-
tion of contexts of the occurrence of given expres-
sion forms. The semantic dimension, which Word-

Net contains, allows searching for new patterns in
data.

3 Resources

3.1 Morfeusz and SGJP

SGJP (Saloni, 2012) aims to give grammatical
characteristics of Polish words. The main ele-
ment of this characteristic is an open description
of the inflection of units taken into account by giv-
ing all their forms of inflection and determining
their grammatical functions. The dictionary does
not contain lexeme sense. Morfeusz2 (Woliński,
2014) is a morphological analyzer that can use
data from SGJP as a basis for a dictionary. It has
the ability to analyze word forms, without recog-
nizing out-of-vocabulary words. It is also able to
perform morphological synthesis – the creation of
a modified word form by indicating the lemma and
the desired inflection characteristics.

The above-mentioned combination of Mor-
feusz2 with the SGJP dictionary was used to pre-
pare the projection of forms found in plWordNet
on the morphology available in SGJP. The list of
lemmas available in plWordNet was processed by
Morfeusz2, and then all word form varieties were
prepared with the help of a morphological synthe-
sis. This process had to be supervised by a lin-
guist, because not all lemmas change in the same
way – depending on the sense of a word, differ-
ences in the inflection can occur. This is when a
linguist decided which inflection scheme to use.

3.2 Combining of Resources

As already mentioned, plWordNet describes four
parts of speech. For all of them, the morphological
information has been drawn from the SGJP. How-
ever, as a result, not all units have been given a
pattern of inflection, see 4.1. In the task described
in this article, new patterns of inflection were not
added. Morphological disambiguation consisted
of manual removal of the excess patterns for am-
biguous lemmas. The task of linguists was to leave
a set of forms confirmed for a given meaning in
text corpora, even when they were rare or used in
a specific context. In the cases where the morpho-
logical description did not match any of the avail-
able meanings, it was removed, and a new LU has
been added to plWordNet without any inflection.
Five linguists and a coordinator, who controlled
the quality of works, worked on this task. Each
of the linguists worked on one set of morpholog-



ical features. The inter-annotator agreement was
not measured. The morphological information for
these units shall also be added in the further itera-
tion. The lexicographic works were realized using
the WordNet Loom editing system (Naskret et al.,
2018), using a specially constructed field to edit
morphological data.

4 The Alliance of Morphology and
Semantics

4.1 Morphological Disambiguation

Two lists of lemmas were the result of a com-
parison of plWordNet and SGJP. The first one
indicated those lemmas, which are described in
plWordNet, but not in the SGJP. The second list in-
cluded lemmas that are morphologically ambigu-
ous in plWordNet. Those lemmas were manu-
ally disambiguated at the level of LUs. In total,
3,733 lemmas were ambiguous, including 772 ad-
jectives, 200 adverbs, 2,309 nouns, and 452 verbs.

Among the ambiguous lemmas were those that
belong to the following groups: 1) lemmas that
have an adjective and a noun pattern of inflection,
e.g. white 1 (color, adjective) and white 1 ‘White’
(person, noun); 2) nouns which may have two
grammatical genders depending on their meaning,
e.g. pies 1 ‘dog’ and dog 4 ‘cop’; 3) proper names
(surnames and names of places), which in SGJP
have a given masculine gender, in plWordNet are
not described at all (the work of linguists con-
sisted in removing excess patterns); 4) elements
of multi-word LUs that are not one-words lemmas
in plWordNet1; 5) lemmas, which in one meaning
belong to parts of speech described in plWordNet,
but not in another, e.g. noun jeden 1 ‘short, nip’
and the numeral jeden ‘one’; 6) lemmas which,
depending on their meaning, may belong to: a)
nouns or verbs (gerunds), e.g. uczulenie as a noun
(‘allergy’) and gerund from the verb uczulić ‘to
sentitize’; b) adjectives or participles, e.g. adjec-
tive zabłąkany’ as an adjective (‘confused’) and
participles from the verb zabłąkać się ‘get lost’;
7) two-aspectual verbs, i.e. those which have the
same form in the perfective and imperfective, cf.
(Grzegorczykowa et al., 1998), e.g. izolować 1 ‘to
isolate (perf|imperf)’; 8) lemmas marked by prag-
matics (e.g. high, formal, book) and unmarked
meaning, e.g. miły 1 ‘dear’ has the general form

1The description of multi-words is planned for the further
work by linking it to the SEJF Dictionary (Czerepowicka and
Savary, 2015).

of a comparative milszy and superlative najmilszy
and a marked (old, book) comp. milejszy and sup.
najmilejszy; 9) lemmas non-inflectable according
to any Polish pattern of inflection, belonging to a
part of speech disambiguated contextually, e.g. ex-
tra ‘additionally’ (adverb) and extra ‘additional’
(adjective).

These are the most common problems defined
in the course of manual work. They result from
the ambiguity of the Polish language and its rich
grammar, on the one hand, and, on the other hand,
from the way of defining the LU in plWordNet.
And they also have their consequences for this def-
inition.

5 Towards the Definition of Meaning

The third list, resulting from the manual connec-
tion of the resources, contains senses missing in
plWordNet. It includes about 800 lemmas which
appear in plWordNetin a different sense and whose
missing sense was made possible to be completed
by a morphological disambiguation.

Among them there are the following groups
of senses which have been qualified as plWord-
Net LUs: 1) lemmas, which plWordNet contains
only in the adjective meaning, but not in their
noun meaning, e.g. hotelowy ‘hotel’ (adjective)
and ‘the person who serves guests in the hotel,
boy’ (noun)2; 2) the sub-group, which contains
missing adjective senses, but not distinct also in
traditional dictionaries; those lemmas have in texts
the function of a subject or an object (like a noun),
not an attributive (like an adjective), e.g. otyły ‘fat’
(adjective, described in plWordNet) and otyły ‘a
fat person’ (noun, none); 3) missing sense, which
are pragmatically marked; they are included in
plWordNet only if their appearance can be con-
firmed in corpora (Maziarz et al., 2014), e.g. na-
paść ‘to fatten’, which has a different inflection
than napaść 1 ‘to attack’; 4) uninflected lem-
mas belonging to a part of speech disambiguated
by the context, e.g. bordo ‘maroon’ as an ad-
jective (described) or adverb (none); 5) ambigu-
ous nouns whose grammatical gender is contex-
tually disambiguated, e.g. kapo-female ‘female
guard in a concentration camp’ (in plWordNet is
only kapo-male); 6) inflected nouns, which can
have different grammatical genders, depending on
their meaning, e.g. przewodnik ‘guide’ (person,

2This group includes many representatives of less popular
or former occupations and positions (functions).



personal gender), przewodnik ‘guidebook’ (thing,
inanimate gender), przewodnik ‘guide dog’ (none;
animate); 7) bearers of features, in the case of
which meanings can be distinguished by partic-
ular lexico-semantic relations, e.g. garbusek ‘lit-
tle hunchback’ (person who has a hump) and gar-
busek ‘little beetle’ (car).

In addition to the above, the method of man-
ually enriching plWordNet allows to reveal other
LUs, the meaning of which is connected with less
regular morphological processes. These are such
LUs as e.g. podskarbiostwo ‘the married couple, a
former Polish court’s clerk and his wife’ flop ‘the
computer power unit’, flop ‘men’s hairstyle’ etc.

It is interesting that for many nouns with lem-
mas identical to adjectives, whose morphologi-
cal disambiguation is contextual, plWordNet de-
scribes only masculine nouns, e.g. there is gruby
as a ‘fat person’ but not gruba as a ‘fat women’.
Let us recall that nouns do not inflect by gender,
but have their gender assigned. On this basis, it
can be concluded that the existence of these mean-
ings as separate is non-intuitive and not obvious in
Polish.

The list of deficiencies also includes meanings
that will not be included in plWordNet due to
its theoretical-methodological limitations of defin-
ing meanings: 1) senses which are understood in
the SGJP as adjectives, whereas in plWordNet in-
terpreted as participles, e.g. kupujący ‘someone
who buys’ (derived from the verb kupować ‘to
buy’); 2) occasionalisms, e.g. bufetowa ‘the per-
son managing the canteen’ (the journalists called
in this way the former Mayor of Warsaw, Hanna
Gronkiewicz-Walz); 3) nouns that may be per-
sonal or non-personal, e.g. pięciolatek ‘a person
who is a five years old’ or ‘animal who is a five
years old’; in plWordNet this is the same sense;
4) archaisms whose occurrence is not confirmed
by corpora, e.g. majorat as a person; 5) lemmas
which occur only in multi-word units cf. (Maziarz
et al., 2015), e.g. warcabnik as ‘butterfly’ occurs
only in species names warcabnik ślazowiec ‘ Car-
charodus alceae’ and warcabnik szantowiec ‘Car-
charodus floccifera’; 6) proper names not consti-
tuting the basis for derivation of relational adjec-
tives used in general language, cf. (Maziarz et al.,
2012), e.g. Koło ‘a part of Warsaw’s Wola district’;
7) acronyms from proper names which are not de-
scribed in plWordNet, e.g. LP - Legiony Polskie
‘Polish Legions’.

The most important conclusion for the method-
ology and procedure of distinguishing senses is
that the morphological pattern cannot be treated
as a distinguishing feature. Instead, it can be a
strong argument for manual work, which consists
of verifying in corpora previously not described
LUs. This is especially true in the case of regular-
ities connected with distinguishing LUs belonging
to different parts of speech, as well as grammati-
cal genders (masculine and feminine). The exis-
tence of two masculine patterns of inflection next
to each other needs to be verified every time, be-
cause plWordNet often treats meanings more gen-
erally than it is established in the Polish grammat-
ically oriented linguistics.

6 New Possibilities

A wordnet combined with morphological informa-
tion can be used by NLP tools such as taggers and
shallow parsers. The use of wordnet-based con-
text vectors (Patwardhan and Pedersen, 2006) or
the combination of word embeddings with word-
net information (Mao et al., 2018) have already
been applied in NLP tasks. Current taggers most
often rely on a vector-based word representation,
so a wordnet-based context vector could be at-
tached to the input representation to better rep-
resent the dependencies between tokens in a sen-
tence. More semantic information should improve
the lemmatization process, which cannot be based
solely on morphological information, since there
are cases where a pair of word forms and tags has
several possible lemmas. The task of extracting
key phrases requires morphological information to
obtain good results. The word relations that are in
wordnet are an additional element that should im-
prove the results (Kardan et al., 2013). So far, this
task has not used the combined morphology infor-
mation with the data from wordnet.

The combination of information contained in
wordnet and morphological dictionaries opens up
new paths for the development of a method in var-
ious NLP tasks, like the ones mentioned above.
Moreover, from the implementation side, such in-
tegration will allow reducing the number of depen-
dencies in the already functioning methods, which
use both the morphology and wordnet. Exam-
ples of such systems can be a system of cluster-
ing terms from the field of economics, which uses
morphological information and relationships from
wordnet (Mykowiecka and Marciniak, 2012), or



wordnet-based morphological analysis (Geum and
Park, 2016).
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